APPLICATION NOTE

THYRISTORS AND TRIACS, AN IMPORTANT PARAMETER :
THE HOLDING CURRENT
By E. LEBLANC

The purpose of this note is to familiarize the user of
a triac (or a thyristor) with the parameter IH : hypostatic current or holding current.
After a short definition, we will illustrate the importance of this parameter by concreteexamples. Then
we will describe how to measure it and finally its variation with the conditions of use and the sensitivity
of the components.
In all cases we speak of triacs. However, the statements are also valid for thyristors.

DEFINITION
To keep an electromagnetic relay in the conducting
state, it is necessary for a minimum current to circulate in its coil. Otherwise it would return to the
blocked state. The same phenomenon can be observed for a triac. This minimum current which
keeps the triac conductingis called the hypostaticor
holding current (figure 1).

Figure 1 : Controlled by gate pulse IG, the triac is fired and a current IT flows through it, fixed by the main
circuit. When the current IT falls below the triac hypostatic current IH, it is reblocked.
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APPLICATION NOTE
APPLICATIONS
Example 1 : Light dimmer (figure 2).
Figure 2 : Dimmer with Interface Suppression Coil and Capacitor (RFI filter).
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Figure 3 : Current in the dimmer triac :
The interference suppression filter produces oscillations. If IO > IH (as in the figure) the triac remains fired. But if IO falls
below IH, the triac will be blocked.
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If the coil is a poor quality one, the oscillation is insufficientlydamped. If the current in the triac falls below the hypostatic current, IH, this results in untimely
blocking of the triac. It is fired at the next current
pulse IG and is blocked again. The lamp flickers.
This is known as the ”flicker effect”.
How can it be prevented ? By eliminating the cause,
i.e. using an appropriate interference suppression
filter which does not produce extensive oscillations,
and then by choosing a triac with a lower hypostatic
current IH.
SGS-THOMSON Microelectronics has developped
a triac specially designed for applications where a
low hypostaticcurrent IH is required, the BTA 06 400
GP.
This device is specified with a maximum holdingcurrent IH of 13mA in both current flow directions.

Example 2 : Motor Control (figure 4).
Figure 4 : Control of a Small Motor by Triac.
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The designer wishes to control a small high-impedance motor (2500ohms for example) by triac. He
obtains the parts and an operating manual and carries out tests. The circuit operates smoothly. After
one year of production,the manufacturercomplains
of low torque in his motor and blames the triac.
What’s happened ?

APPLICATION NOTE
Figure 5 : Voltage Accross the Triac and Current in the Circuit of Figure 4.
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The circuit was designed with a type of triac whose
maximum specified holding current I H was 50mA.
But the components used for the tests were more
sensitive : IH + = 13mA and IH – = 8mA and the designer based his choice on these results. After a year
of delivery, the component manufacturer continues
to deliver parts which are in conformity with the specification but less sensitive : IH + = 40mA and IH – =
20mA. The conduction time decreases (figure 5),
the dissymmmetry is greater, a DC component appears and the motor loses torque.
To prevent this kind of difficulty, when designing the
circuit it is thus necessary to take into account not the
typical value of the sample used but the maximum
value specified by the component manufacturer.

These three examples illustrate the importance of
this parameter and the different problems it can
cause in a circuit if it is insufficiently known.

Example 3 :
Take the diagram of the previous example (figure 4), the control of a small high-impedance motor
by triac.
Thistime, thedesignerselectsa triac witha lowermaximumspecified holding current,IH. The motor seems to
operate without problems. The motor is meant for
mounting on out-door equipment. The equipmynt is
installed in summer and works well. But in winter, the
fault described above occurs. What has happened ?
The designer studied the operation of his circuit at an
ambient temperature of 25°C. But the holding current
IH varies with the temperature : when the temperature
decreases,the holdingcurrentincreases (we will study
this variation in paragraph 4.6) and the phenomenon
described in example 2 occurs.
Thus when designing a circuit which is to operate at
low temperatures, it is essential to take into account
the corrected value of the holding current and not its
value at an ambient temperature of 25°C.

MEASUREMENT OF THE HYPOSTATIC
CURRENT IH

If the device is to remain in the conducting state, it
is imperative that the circuit in which it is used ensures a current higher than the holding current IH of
the device.
In our data sheets, for all the types of triacs, the
hypostatic current IH is specified as a maximum value. A suitable triac should then be chosen whose
holding current IH is lower than the minimum value
of the current in the circuit, if the triac is to remain in
the conducting state ; make the necessary corrections to compensate for temperature variations.

Pushbutton P is used to fire the triac. The value of
current I T is chosen much higher than the latching
current. By increasing the value of the variable resistor R, current IT will decrease. The value of the
hypostatic current IH is the value of IT read just before the triac is blocked.
The hypostatic current IH is always measured with
the gate unconnected, i.e. disconnected from the
trigger circuit. Only sensitive thyristors (IGT ≤ 500µA)
are measured with a 1kohm resistor connected between gate and cathode.
For the measurementto be regularly repeatable,the
triac should be suitably fired. The following rules
should be observed :
- Before decreasing current IT, it should be equal to
at least 5 times the triac IL current.
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Example : BTA 12 600C
IL typ (QI and III) = 20mA thus IT = 500mA.
- if the IH current is measured by pulses (automatic
testers, for example), the triac should consult for at
least 500µs before performing the measurement.
For a triac, the IH current has two values : (IH +)
when electrode A2 is positive with respect to electrode A1 and (IH –) when electrode A2 is negative
with respect to electrode A1. In the documentation
only one value is given for both quadrants. This value is always the maximum value.

Example : BTA 12 600C : IH max = 25mA.
Depending on the production batch, IH can vary.
However, the dispersion remains below the limits
specified in the catalogue.
To give an idea of this dispersion :
- Sensitive triacs : IGT (QI) 5mA (type T) :
2mA ≤ IH ≤ 8mA (Specified IH max : 15mA).
- Standard triacs : IGT (QI) 50mA (type B) :
8mA ≤ IH ≤40mA (Specified IH max : 50mA).
Note : The minimum value of the IH parameteris never specified in the data sheets.

Figure 6 : Circuit for Measurement of the Holding Current IH.
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VARIATION OF THE HOLDING CURRENT, I H
a) Variationof current IH withthe sensitivityof the
devices and the direction of conduction (typical
value)

In thecase of the triac (as distinguished from the thyristor) it is important to note that current IH – (electrode A2 negative with respect to A1) is generaly
lower than IH + (see figure 8).

For low components (thyristors and triacs whose
rated current is less than 60A), thehypostaticcurrent,
IH, is related to the firing current, IGT (see figure 7).

Figure 8 : Ratio between Holding Current IH +
(A2 +) and Holding Current IH – (A2 –) for
Sensitive and Standard Triacs.

Figure 7 : Ratio between the Holding Current, IH
(A2 +) and Current IGT (QI) for Sensitive
and Standard Triacs.
I H +/I GT (Q1)
Sensitive triac 6 Arms (T type)

3

Standard triac 12 Arms(C type)

1.5

Example 1 :
BTA 06 600T : if IGT (QI) = 1.5mA then IH + = 4.5mA.
BTA 12 600C : if IGT (QI) = 10mA then IH = 15mA.
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IH + / IH Sensitive triac 6 Arms (T type)

1.2

Standard triac 12 Arms (C type)

1.2

Example 2 :
BTA 06 600T : if IH + = 4.3mA, IH – = 3.8mA.
BTA 12 600B : if IH + = 15mA, IH – = 12.5mA.
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b) Variation of the hypostatic current, IH, with
the junction temperature :
The value of the hypostatic current is physically related to that of the firing current, IGT. These two parameters thus vary with the junction temperature in
accordance with an analog law (see figure 9).

Example : Triac TO 220, type BTA 12 600C
IH = 20mA at Tj = 25°C,
thus IH = 14mA at Tj = 110°C.

Figure 9 : Relative Variation of the Holding Current IH, with the Junction Temperature, Tj (typical values).
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c) Influence of the reapplied voltage :
The rise time and the level of the reapplied reverse
voltage across the triac after blocking have no influence on the value of its holding current, IH.
d) Influence of the external gate cathode
resistor, RGK
The user can wire a resistor, RGK, betweenthe gate
and the cathodeof the component, eitherto improve
its behaviour under voltage at high junction temperatures (by-pass for leakage current) in the case of

sensitive thyristors, or because it forms part of the
fliring circuit. This resistor has an influence on the
holding current, IH, in different proportions depending on its resistive value and the sensitivity of the
components :
1 - Sensitive thyristors (IGT ≤ 500µA)
Resistor RGK connected between the gate and the
cathode (figure 10) has an important influence on
the IH parameter of sensitive thyristors. For certain
applications, the designer would be well-advised to
define a high impedance control circuit.

Figure 10 : Variation of the Hypostatic Current, IH, of a Sensitive Thyristor (e. g. TLS 106-6) as a Function
of the Gate-cathode Resistor (typical values).
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Note : The hypostati c current for sensitive thyristors is always specified for RGC = 1000ohms.
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2 -Standardthyristors, sensitive and standard triacs
A resistor between gate and cathode on one of
these components has no significant influence on
the value of its holding current, IH (on condition that
it is not too low, RGC > 20ohms).

e) Note :
We have seen that the more sensitive the triac (Low
IG), the lower the value of the holding current, IH.
Now, in certain applications, a sensitive triac (direct
control by integratedcircuit) with a high IH (or IL) may
be useful.
In this case, the circuit of figure 11 could be used.
The assembly is sensitive but has a higher hypostatic current.

Figure 11 : This Component, a «DARLINGTON TRIAC» combines a High Sensitivity with a High
Hypostatic Current.

T1 : standard triac
e. g. BTA 12 600B IGT (QI) ≤ 50mA
IH + ≤ 50mA
T2 : sensitive triac
e. g. TLC 336T IGT (QI) ≤ 5mA
IH + ≤ 15mA
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CONCLUSION
The choice of a thyristor or a triac does not depend
only on the voltage, the rated current and the sensitivity. Other parameters should be taken into account.
The hypostatic current, IH plays an important role in
many circuits.
The value of this parameter varies with :

-

Taking into account these elements, the designer
can obtain satisfactory operation of his circuit in industrial real life applications.
Knowing the problems which could be created by
this parameter, SGS-THOMSON Microelectronics
has introduced a new triac, BTA 06 400 GP, now
available for the designers. Its low holding current,
specified with a maximum value, enables it to be
used in most applications.

dispersion of characteristics at manufacture,
temperature,
eventually the control circuit (in the case of
sensitive thyristors),
the direction of current flow.
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